
E-Z-GO TXT Nerf Bars 

Installation Instructions 

Black- Part# 29070, w/ DP Inlay Part# 29075 

Stainless- Part# 28380, w/ DP Inlay Part# 28345 

 

Parts List 
Driver Side Nerf Bar-1 

Passenger Side Nerf Bar-1 

5/16 x 1 Bolts-4 

5/16 Locknuts-8 

¼ x ¾ SS BH Bolts-6 (for DP inlays  only)                                               For Part#’s 29075/28345 Only 

¼ SS Washers-6 (for DP inlays only) 

¼ Lock Nuts-6 (for DP inlays only) 

 

  
        NOTE:  Driver and passenger side nerf bar are different, the top 

picture shows the nerf bars as you would see them looking at the driver 

side of the cart.  The flat mounting plate goes to the rear of each side. 

 

1.  Take the driver side nerf bar and loosely install on the 

threaded stock studs behind the stock rockers as shown 

in FIGURE 1. 

2. Using a c-clamp or vise grips clamp the front of the 

nerf-bars to the cross support behind the front portion 

of the rocker.  Make sure the nerf bar mounting bracket 

is on the front side of the stock cross support as shown 

in FIGURE 2. 

3. Measure from bottom of rear portion of nerf bar to the 

rocker and do the same to the front portion of the nerf 

bar as shown in FIGURE 3.  Looking down from above 

the nerf bar use the stock rocker as a guide to make 

sure nerf bar is running parallel to the rocker as shown 

in FIGURE 4.  Adjust as needed. 

4. Using a 5/16 drill bit, drill both holes through the cross 

support.  NOTE:  Make sure stock wiring harness is not 

in the way when drilling! 

5. Using the supplied 5/16 x 1 bolts and locknuts securely 

mount the front of the nerf bars to the stock cross 

support. 

6. Securely tighten rear locknuts. 

7. Repeat steps for the passenger side. 

8. If you purchased the nerf bar set with diamond plate inlays install them at this time using the supplied ¼ 

x ¾ SS BH bolts, washers and locknuts. 


